21-22 PAY INFORMATION for TDSB Elementary OTs
All Occasional Teachers (Short Term/Daily and Long Term) are paid every two weeks,
two weeks in arrears. Pay dates are located on the Local’s website and on TDSBweb.

SHORT TERM/DAILY OCCASIONAL TEACHERS
The rate of pay for Short Term/Daily Occasional Teachers is inclusive of vacation pay
and statutory holiday pay. The rate increases when the Occasional Teacher accumulates
100 lifetime full days teaching for the TDSB as shown in your current Collective
Agreement (page 41). Effective September 1, 2021 the Short Term/Daily rate is:
0-100 lifetime days taught = $233.03
100+ lifetime days taught = $256.73
As per 10.3.1. of the collective agreement, every 20 days of Short Term/Daily occasional
teaching experience in the TDSB elementary panel earned after September 1, 2006 shall
be recognized as one-tenth of a year of teaching experience credit on the salary grid for
Long Term Occasional teaching assignments in the TDSB.

LONG TERM OCCASIONAL TEACHERS
The rate for Long Term Occasional Teachers is determined by placing the Long Term
Occasional Teacher on the contract teachers’ salary grid (printed at the back of our
Collective Agreement) in accordance with the teacher’s qualifications (*QECO rating)
and experience acceptable to the TDSB.
The annual salary on the salary grid is then divided by 194 (representing the number of
school days in a school year). The Long Term Occasional Teacher is then paid 1/194 of
the annual grid rate for each day worked (either instructional or professional activity
days). Long Term Occasional Teachers only receive pay for the 194 school days in a
school year and are not paid for the Winter break, March break or any statutory holidays.
* If the TDSB does not have a copy of your most recent QECO rating, you must
submit your current Qualifications Evaluation Council of Ontario (QECO) rating to
the TDSB Occasional Teaching office to be paid at your correct level on the contract
teachers’ salary grid.

